Berwick Angling Club AGM – 27 March 2019

The AGM was opened by the President Adam Moulday and then handed over to the Secretary Paul Rasmussen for convening.

Start time 9:10 PM

A quorum of members was present.

2019-20 Committee members:

President: Adam Moulday
Vice President: - Darren Gambetta
Secretary: Andrew Mathews
Treasurer: Bob McGill
Competition captains: Tim Martin, Ken Jackson, Glen McGill
Head Chef/food storage: Ashley Fothergill
Major Events: Travis Thorn
Web design: Paul Rasmussen
Team app representative: Craig Gambetta
Raffles/comp prize manager: Max Adlam
Club historian: Andrew Mathews
Committee members: All members
Syllabus Committee: To be Determined
Rule changes:

Weigh in Rule

Voted and carried by all

This rule refers to the number of days any one can fish over a three-day home comp. 2017 rule revised as follows:

The rule requires members to nominate their weigh in day for home comps. Anyone can fish for the entire comp but must nominate one day only as their weigh in day for their catch for that day, based on the comp criteria eg heaviest fish species or bag.

On away comps, anyone can fish any day and weigh in their catch for any day based on the comp criteria eg heaviest fish species or bag.

Participation prize is for attendance at the weigh in, you don’t have to fish to claim this

Fees:

Voted and carried by all that no change will apply

Fees will remain the same as last season

Fees are due within 3 months of the start of the season ie by 30 June. Any fees paid after 30 June will incur a re-joining fee of $50 (existing rule)

Juniors becoming full members

A junior who wants to become a full member must pay a full membership (existing rule)

Members number cap – new rule

Voted and carried by all:

The number of members will be capped at 40. However, this number will not include life members of which there are currently 6. Therefore, a total of 46 members was agreed.

Fish Sizes and Bag Limits

No change

Future comps were considered

To be further discussed at coming Syllabus meeting.

AGM closed - 9:55 PM

Paul Rasmussen

(Out going) Secretary – Berwick Angling Club